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Abstract Introduction: A systematic review and meta-analysis was performed regarding the diagnostic per-
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formance of neurofilament light chain (NfL) in CSF and blood.
Methods: A database search was conducted for NfL biomarker studies in the context of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) compared
with controls (i.e., cognitively unimpaired, mild cognitive impairment, or disease mimics).
Results: In groups with a sufficient number of studies, the performance of NfL in blood and CSF was
similar. Compared with disease mimics, we observed that CSF NfL had strong discriminatory power
for ALS, modest discriminatory power for FTD, and no discriminatory power for AD. NfL provided
the greatest separation between ALS and cognitively unimpaired controls in both the blood and CSF,
followed by FTD (CSF and blood), then AD (blood and CSF).
Discussion: Comparable performance of CSF and blood NfL in many groups demonstrates the
promise of NfL as a noninvasive biomarker of neurodegeneration; however, its utility in clinically
meaningful scenarios requires greater scrutiny. Toward clinical implementation, a more comprehen-
sive understanding of NfL concentrations in disease subtypes with overlapping phenotypes and at
defined stages of disease, and the development of a harmonization program, are warranted.
� 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of the Alzheimer’s Association. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
4.0/).
Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease; Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; Biomarker; Dementia; Frontotemporal dementia; Meta-anal-
ysis; Neurodegeneration; Neurofilament light chain
1. Introduction

Neurofilaments are intracellular intermediate filaments
found in the central and peripheral nervous systems. Neuro-
filament protein assemblies can include the following sub-
units: neurofilament light chain (NfL) of w68 kDa, Nf
medium chain of ~150 kDa, and Nf heavy chain of ~190–
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210 kDa [1]. All three subunits have relatively conserved
head and rod domains, but their tail domains differ in
sequence length and composition, contributing to their mo-
lecular weight differences. Neurofilaments function as
elastic assemblies that help maintain cell shape [2]. In neu-
rons, this action controls axonal diameter, which is corre-
lated with nerve conduction velocity, thus modulating the
neurons response to stimuli [3]. After axonal injury, intracel-
lular neurofilaments can leak into the extracellular space,
leading to an increased concentration in the CSF [4]. As
such, neurofilament subunits have been proposed as nonspe-
cific biomarkers of axonal injury and have been extensively
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studied in the context of neurodegenerative diseases. Of the
three subunits, NfL has been the focus of most clinical
biomarker studies, which likely reflects the relative abun-
dance and solubility of NfL in CSF and blood, compared
with Nf medium chain and Nf heavy chain [1].

The established core fluid biomarkers for Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) include CSF amyloid-b, phospho-tau and
total-tau. Of these biomarkers, total-tau has the lowest spec-
ificity for AD and is considered a general marker of any
cause of neuronal damage or injury [5]. A challenge with
the core biomarker system for AD is that total-tau and phos-
pho-tau are highly correlated [5], and therefore alternate/
additional biomarkers for total-tau are being sought. While
the recent AT(N) biomarker classification system empha-
sizes the three core biomarkers (i.e., amyloid-b for “A”,
phospho-tau for “T” and total-tau for “N”), it makes provi-
sions for the addition of new disease-specific biomarkers
categories [ATX(N)] for non-AD dementias and the addition
of nonspecific markers of neurodegeneration or neuronal
injury [5,6]. NfL represents one of the candidate
biomarkers, along with neurogranin, for addition to the
“N” category [5,6]. Given its nonspecificity, NfL has
been explored in related neurodegenerative disorders that
do not yet have a biomarker classification system, such
as frontotemporal dementia (FTD), amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), Parkinson’s disease, and prion
disease [7–9].

With the potential of NfL as a biomarker of axonal dam-
age, there has been an exponential growth over the past
decade in the number of studies exploring this protein in
the context of neurodegeneration (Supplementary Fig. A1).
The systematic review and meta-analysis herein explores
quantification of NfL in both CSF and blood (i.e., plasma
and serum), in not onlyAD but also FTD andALS, with com-
parison to cognitively unimpaired controls, mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) and disease mimics, as well as, an exam-
ination of the analytical approaches used for quantification of
NfL. The goal of this reviewwas an assessment and synthesis
of the diagnostic performance of NfL across these various
biofluids, diseases, and clinical contexts.
2. Methods

2.1. Literature search and study selection criteria

To inform our formal database search, a preliminary re-
view of the literature on biomarker studies for NfL identified
numerous studies pertaining to its diagnostic performance
for AD and FTD, but no recent comprehensive meta-
analysis. Owing to the pathological overlap with FTD,
ALS was also considered. Owing to the small number of
studies of NfL in Lewy body dementia, this disease group
was not considered for further evaluation. The formal litera-
ture search was conducted on March 1, 2019, following the
PRISMA guidelines [10]. The PubMed search string was
(neurofilament proteins [MH] OR neurofil*[tiab] OR nfl
[tiab]) AND (dementia [MH] OR neurodegenerat*[tiab]
OR alzheimer disease [MH] alzheimer*[tiab] OR AD
[tiab] OR frontotemporal dementia [MH] OR frontotempo-
ral lobar degeneration [MH] OR frontotemp*[tiab] OR
FTD [tiab] OR amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [MH] OR
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [tiab] OR als [tiab] OR motor
neuron disease [tiab]) AND (plasma [MH] OR serum
[MH] OR cerebrospinal fluid [MH] OR cerebral spinal
[tiab] OR cerebrospinal [tiab] OR CSF [tiab] OR blood
[tiab] OR serum [tiab] OR plasma [tiab] OR biofluid [tiab]
or biomark*[tiab] OR marker*[tiab] OR level*[tiab] OR
concentration*[tiab]) NOT (systematic review [pt] OR re-
view [pt] OR case reports [pt] OR clinical conference [pt]
OR editorial [pt] OR meta-analysis [pt]).

The titles of the resulting articles (n 5 587) were then
independently assessed for relevance by two investigators
(L.M.F. and M.M.). The two lists of potentially relevant arti-
cles generated through this process were then compared. Any
discrepancies between articles included in the two lists were
resolved by examination of their abstracts. The articles
deemed potentially relevant were then reviewed for inclusion
in the meta-analysis using the following criteria: the study (1)
was available in English; (2) reported primary data; (3)
included individuals diagnosed with AD, FTD, or ALS with
comparison to a control group (i.e., cognitively unimpaired,
MCI, or disease mimics); (4) quantified NfL in human CSF,
plasma, or serum; and (5) reported NfL concentration as
mean and standard deviation, or the median and interquartile
range (IQR) or range. This search and inclusion criteria re-
sulted in 65 articles selected for the meta-analysis (Fig. 1).
Data extracted (L.M.F. and M.M.) from the included studies
is summarized in Supplementary Material B. To capture the
analytical aspects, the assay used, including antibody pairs
and detection method, were recorded for each study.
2.2. Data analysis

To address variabilities in reported biomarker concentra-
tions not due to true differences in NfL concentration, this
meta-analysis utilized ratio of means (ROM) between the
disease and control group for each study. Thus, the data
from each study is represented as the fold change in NfL
concentration between the two groups. A ROM of 1 indi-
cates no difference between groups; a ROM greater than
one indicates that the NfL concentration measured was
higher in the disease group compared with the control group;
a ROM less than one indicates that the NfL concentration
measured was higher in the control group compared with
the disease group.

The cognitively unimpaired control group was defined as
having no evidence of a neurological disorder or cognitive
impairment. In the included studies, this group was referred
to using terms such as “cognitively healthy”, “healthy volun-
teers”, “normal controls”, “asymptomatic controls”, “cogni-
tively normal”, and “healthy controls”. The MCI group was
defined as individuals with clinical evidence of reduced or



Fig. 1. Retrieval process of peer-reviewed studies that included NfL quan-

titation in CSF, plasma, and serum from individuals with AD, ALS, FTD,

and controls. Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ALS, amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis; FTD, frontotemporal dementia; NfL, neurofilament light

chain.
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impaired cognitive function that did not meet the diagnostic
criteria for dementia. The disease mimic group was defined
as individuals with diseases that had plausible overlapping
phenotypes with the comparator disease. The disease mimic
group was not strictly defined due to the likely heterogeneity
of this group. In studies with more than one distinct disease
group, a ROM was calculated for each of the disease groups
separately; in studies with more than one subgroup within a
given disease (e.g., multiple ALS subgroups), subgroups
were combined using weighted means prior to calculation
of the ROM. For studies using more than one method to
quantify NfL, the data from the more commonly used assay
was included. Standard error of the ROM was calculated us-
ing the delta method [11].

Because ROM calculations require the data inputted to
be mean and standard deviation, data from studies using
other summary statistics were converted to mean and stan-
dard deviation according the method by Hozo et al [12]. In
studies reporting the median and range values, data were
converted into mean estimates using equation 1 and into
standard deviation estimates using equation 2. For studies
reporting median and interquartile range, standard devia-
tions were estimated from interquartile range using
equation 3.

Equation 1:

meanz
a12m1b

4
;

where a,m, and b are the lowest value in the data set, the me-
dian value, and the highest value in the data set, respectively.
Equation 2:

standard deviationz
range

4

Equation 3:

standard deviation z
IQR

1$35
;

where IQR is the interquartile range of the data set.
Random-effects meta-analyses were conducted using in-

verse variance weighting to pool across studies. To reduce
small-study bias, models-specified restricted maximum like-
lihood estimation of between-study heterogeneity (t2) and
the Hartung-Knapp adjustment to the 95% confidence inter-
val (CI) and to the statistical test of the pooled ratio of means
[13,14]. Models were constructed in R version 3.5.3
(R-project.org) using the package “meta” version 4.9-5
[15]. Meta-analytic models were constructed separately for
each disease type and control group comparison, and sepa-
rately for CSF and blood. Within blood, an overall meta-
analytic effect was calculated, and for serum and plasma
separately where possible. The term “blood” is used herein
to refer to plasma and serum. Publication bias was assessed
visually using funnel plots.
3. Results

3.1. Methods for quantification of NfL

Quantification of NfL in human biofluids was performed
exclusively by sandwich immunoassay in the studies exam-
ined; more specifically, by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) with either single-well-based read (ELISA)
or array-based “digital” read (ELISA-D), or by electroche-
miluminescent (ECL) assay. The ratio of studies using
ELISA to ELISA-D to ECL was 50:1:6 for CSF, 1:7:7 for
serum, and 1:4:1 for plasma. All methods reported were
two-site noncompetitive immunoassays, which captured
NfL from the biofluid of interest using either monoclonal
or polyclonal anti-NfL antibodies bound to a stationary
phase (i.e., well or magnetic bead). For detection, all
methods reported used an anti-NfL monoclonal primary
antibody and a conjugated/labeled secondary antibody,
with absorbance or chemiluminescence detection. Of the
65 studies reviewed, 52 reported the antibodies used for cap-
ture and detection of NfL; 45 studies used a pair of mouse
monoclonal anti-NfL IgGs (Uman Diagnostics, 27016 anti
NF-L mAb 47:3, UD1 and 27017 anti NF-L mAb 2:1,
UD2) with anti-mouse IgG (Uman Diagnostics), 5 studies
used hen anti-NfL IgG and rabbit anti-NfL IgG with donkey
anti-rabbit IgG (sources not specified), 1 study used a
noncommercial mouse anti-NfL monoclonal antibody pair
(NfL21/NfL23) with rabbit anti-mouse IgG (GE Healthcare
BR-1008-38), 1 study used a noncommercial rabbit anti-NfL
polyclonal antibody (R61d) and anti-NfL mouse mono-
clonal IgG (Dako, NR-4) with (presumed) anti-mouse IgG,
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and 13 studies did not report the antibodies used. Owing to
the variety of capture and detection antibodies used, the as-
says analyzed cannot be standardized and there exists no cur-
rent harmonization program for NfL. As such, the absolute
concentration of NfL reported between different immunoas-
says and between different laboratories using the same assay
cannot be directly compared. To enable such an analysis, all
data were converted to the ROM statistic.

3.2. NfL in AD
Across 29 studies [4,9,16–42], CSF NfL concentration

was compared between 3138 AD cases and 1230
cognitively unimpaired controls, with an average AD to
control NfL concentration ratio of 2.12 (95% CI 1.85–
2.42, P, 0.0001; Fig. 2A). In eight studies comparing a to-
tal of 442 AD cases with 545 MCI controls
[9,19,22,24,30,41,43,44], the evidence suggested a modest
difference in CSF NfL concentration (average ratio 1.18,
95% CI 1.11–1.25, P 5 0.0003; Fig. 2B). In the remaining
11 studies, with 2404 AD cases and 1647 disease mimic con-
trols, CSF NfL concentration was not statistically distin-
guishable between AD cases and disease mimic controls
(average ratio 0.87, 95% CI 0.70–1.08, P 5 0.175;
Fig. 2C) [16,23,27,28,33,35,40,43,45,46].

Twelve studies compared blood (i.e., plasma and serum)
NfL concentration in AD cases and cognitively unimpaired
controls [4,9,25,30,42,47–53]; however, three of these
studies used largely overlapping data from the ADNI
database [49,50,53]. To avoid bias, the largest of the three
overlapping studies was selected for inclusion in the
meta-analysis [53]; thus, 10 studies comparing 471 AD
cases to 518 cognitively unimpaired controls were included
in the meta-analysis. The average AD to control blood NfL
concentration ratio was 2.61 (95% CI 1.54–4.44,
P 5 0.003; Fig. 2D). Of these studies, 5 studies (365 AD
cases and 357 cognitively unimpaired controls) compared
NfL concentration in plasma, with an average ratio of
2.11 (95% CI 0.78–5.73) [25,30,47,48,53]. The remaining
5 studies (106 AD cases and 161 cognitively unimpaired
controls) compared serum NfL concentration
[4,9,42,51,52], with an average ratio of 3.22 (95% CI
1.37–7.57). A between-subgroup comparison indicated
that the NfL concentration ratio for AD to cognitively un-
impaired controls was statistically indistinguishable in
serum and plasma (Q (1) 5 0.80, P 5 0.371). Four studies
compared blood NfL concentration in AD cases (n 5 313)
and MCI controls (n 5 381) [9,30,48,53], with an average
ratio of 1.30 (95% CI 0.86–1.95, P5 0.136; Fig. 2E). Three
of these studies (287 AD cases and 364 MCI controls)
compared plasma concentrations [30,48,53], with an
average ratio of 1.15 (95% CI 0.93–1.43). A single study
investigated the serum NfL concentration of 26 AD cases
compared with 17 MCI controls with a ratio of 1.95 (95%
CI 1.44–2.62) [9]. A between-subgroup comparison
indicated that the NfL concentration ratio for AD to MCI
controls was larger in serum in comparison with plasma
(Q (1) 5 10.75, P 5 0.001); however, with only one serum
study, this difference should be interpreted cautiously.

Visual inspection of funnel plots for these various com-
parisons did not suggest that publication bias meaningfully
skewed these effect sizes (Supplementary Figs. A2 and A3).

3.3. NfL in FTD
Twenty-six studies compared CSF NfL concentration in

1827 FTD cases and 1113 cognitively unimpaired controls,
with a ROM of 3.41 (95% CI 2.96–3.93, P , 0.0001;
Fig. 3A) [16–18,20–22,26–28,31,32,35,36,38,44–46,54–
62]. Four studies investigated 113 FTD cases and 110 MCI
controls [9,22,43,44], with no observable difference in
CSF NfL concentration (ROM 5 1.87, 95% CI 0.88–3.98,
P 5 0.077; Fig. 3B). The remaining nine studies compared
534 FTD cases and 1547 disease mimic controls and demon-
strated higher CSF NfL concentrations in FTD cases (mean
ratio of 1.69, 95% CI 1.39–2.05, P 5 0.0003; Fig. 3C)
[16,21,27,28,35,43,45,46,57].

Five studies investigated blood NfL concentration in
FTD cases compared with controls [4,9,51,59,63]. Four
of these studies compared serum NfL concentration in
202 FTD cases and 139 cognitively unimpaired controls,
with an average mean ratio of 2.65 (95% CI 1.59–4.43,
P 5 0.009; Fig. 3D) [9,51,59,63]. The remaining study
investigated 74 FTD cases compared with 17 MCI
controls [9], with an NfL concentration ratio of 2.95
(95% CI 2.22–3.92; Fig. 3E).

Visual inspection of funnel plots for these various com-
parisons did not suggest that publication bias meaningfully
skewed these effect sizes (Supplementary Figs. A4 and
A5).

3.4. NfL in ALS
Sixteen studies investigated CSF NfL concentration in

930 ALS cases compared with 593 cognitively unimpaired
controls [4,27,34,41,57–59,64–71], with an average CSF
NfL concentration ratio of 9.64 (95% CI 6.65–13.99,
P , 0.0001; Fig. 4A). In addition, 11 studies investigated
CSF NfL concentration of 1239 ALS cases compared with
806 disease mimic controls, with an average concentration
ratio of 3.35 (95% CI 2.19–5.12, P , 0.0001; Fig. 4B)
[4,8,27,57,65,68,69,72–75].

Eleven studies compared blood NfL concentration from
ALS cases (n 5 796) and cognitively unimpaired controls
(n 5 455) [4,51,59,64–67,71,74,76], with an average ratio
of 8.92 (95% CI 4.85–16.43, P , 0.0001; Fig. 4C). Ten of
these studies compared serum NfL concentration (693 ALS
cases and 413 cognitively unimpaired controls) [4,51,64–
67,74,76], with an average mean ratio of 9.80 (95% CI
5.14–18.69). A single study also investigated plasma NfL
concentration in 103 ALS cases and 42 cognitively
unimpaired controls [66], with a ratio of 3.58 (95% CI
2.83–4.52). A between-subgroup comparison indicated
that the NfL concentration ratio for ALS to cognitively un-
impaired control was larger in serum in comparison with



Fig. 2. Comparison of the average ratio of NfL concentration in AD to (A) cognitively unimpaired (CU) controls in CSF, (B) MCI controls in CSF, (C) disease

mimic (DM) controls in CSF, (D) cognitively unimpaired controls in blood, and (E)MCI controls in blood. Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; NfL, neuro-

filament light chain; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.
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Fig. 2. (continued).
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plasma (Q (1) 5 10.61, P 5 0.0011); however, with only
one plasma study, this difference should be interpreted
cautiously. An additional four studies investigated serum
concentrations of NfL in 458 ALS cases compared with
181 disease mimic controls, with an average NfL concen-
tration ratio of 8.15 (95% CI 3.88–17.12, P 5 0.0029;
Fig. 4D) [51,65,76,77].

Visual inspection of funnel plots for these various com-
parisons did not suggest publication bias meaningfully
skewed these effect sizes (Supplementary Figs. A6 and
A7).

3.5. Average age
A meta-regression was used to determine whether

group differences in NfL concentration varied as a linear
function of the average age of the disease group in
each study sample. These analyses showed little clear
or consistent effect of age on the ration of means
(Supplementary Table A1).
4. Discussion

This systematic review and meta-analysis provided an
up-to-date quantitative analysis of NfL as a biomarker of
neurodegeneration in CSF and blood for AD, FTD, and
ALS as summarized in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table A2.
4.1. Analytics

For CSF, standard ELISAs were the most commonly used
methodology for quantitation of NfL, whereas in blood, the
array-based digital ELISA and ECL approaches were more
commonly utilized likely owing to the improved analytical
sensitivity of these methodologies. Different methodolog-
ical approaches to NfL quantitation are known to yield as-
says that differ in both analytical sensitivity and specificity
[78], making direct comparisons challenging. Moreover,
several studies were observed to misreport units for NfL;
fortunately, use of the ratio means in this meta-analysis



Fig. 3. Comparison of average ratio of NfL concentration in FTD to (A) cognitively unimpaired controls in CSF, (B) MCI controls in CSF, (C) disease mimic

controls in CSF (D) cognitively unimpaired controls in blood, and (E)MCI controls in blood. Abbreviations: FTD, frontotemporal dementia; NfL, neurofilament

light chain; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.
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corrected for these errors. Observation of large differences in
absolute NfL concentrations (correcting for unit misreport-
ing) suggests a need for assay harmonization to facilitate
comparisons between studies and between laboratories,
and to support the establishment of meaningful and widely
applicable reference intervals or cut-points.
4.2. Alzheimer’s disease

In CSF, the best performance of NfL concentration to
distinguish AD cases from controls was noted in compar-
ison to cognitively unimpaired controls, where there was
an approximately two-fold elevation in NfL concentra-
tion (Fig. 5). Elevated CSF NfL concentration appears
particularly robust in light of the considerable number
of relevant studies (k 5 30).

Unfortunately, the performance of CSF NfL comparing
AD with MCI (k 5 8) and disease mimics (k 5 12) was
less impressive and there were far fewer studies including
these group. NfL was modestly increased in AD compared
with MCI, and thus not of clear utility in this setting. In
future studies, it would be helpful to further differentiate
the MCI group into those with MCI due to AD and those
with stable MCI or MCI not due to AD—this was not
possible in the current analysis because of the number of
studies with MCI groups (n 5 8) and the manner in which
this group was reported in the literature.

Strikingly, in the CSF NfL concentration comparison of
AD with disease mimics, the ROM was 0.87, indicating a
decreased NfL concentration in AD compared with disease
mimics, and the 95% CI spanned 1.0, substantially
decreasing confidence in the discriminatory power of this
biomarker in this clinical context. Thus, the currently
available evidence does not support the ability of NfL to
differentiate AD from disease mimics. In the studies
examined, disease mimics for AD included vascular de-
mentia, Lewy body dementia, Parkinson’s disease demen-
tia, idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus, and
posterior cortical atrophy (Supplementary Material B)
[16,23,27,28,33,35,40,43,45,46].

In consideration of the appropriate use criteria for lumbar
puncture and CSF testing in the diagnosis of AD [79], the
importance of this general comparator group—disease
mimics—cannot be over emphasized. The clinical indica-
tions deemed appropriate for CSF biomarker testing all
involve documentation of some degree of cognitive impair-
ment or subjective cognitive impairment in an individual at
increased risk for AD. Therefore, although measurement of
NfL in these groups and comparison with a reference inter-
val of cognitively unimpaired individuals is helpful, inter-
pretation of an NfL result in the context of clinical care
must consider change in NfL concentration due to relevant
non-AD causes. This highlights a need for ongoing
biomarker research in diseases with phenotypic overlap
with AD to better understand the potential implications for
biomarker interpretation in routine clinical use. The results
herein further demonstrate the need to subtype disease
groups, including AD, into more clinically meaningful cate-
gories to determine if there is any utility to NfL in this diag-
nostic context.

There has been a strong demand to develop blood-based
biomarkers for AD as a less-invasive collection method and
more facile (and cost-effective) procedure relative to a lum-
bar puncture or administration of an imaging tracer. Reflect-
ing this growing body of research, of the studies included in
this review, 20 included evaluation of NfL in blood. This is
particularly notable as there were no studies of NfL in blood
in a meta-analysis published only 3 years prior, which
included studies through to July 2014 [80]. The groups
most studied in our cohort of blood NfL studies compared



Fig. 4. Comparison of average ratio of NfL concentration in ALS to (A) cognitively unimpaired controls in CSF, (B) disease mimic controls in CSF, (C) cogni-

tively unimpaired controls in blood, and (D) diseasemimic controls in blood. Abbreviations: ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; NfL, neurofilament light chain;

MCI, mild cognitive impairment.
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Fig. 5. Summary of the diagnostic performance of NfL concentration in CSF or blood in AD, FTD, and ALS compared to control groups (i.e., cognitively

unimpaired, MCI and disease mimics) displayed as average ROM statistic and 95% CI, with the number of studies annotated. Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s

disease; ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; FTD, frontotemporal dementia; NfL, neurofilament light chain: MCI, mild cognitive impairment; ROM, ratio of

means.
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AD with cognitively unimpaired controls (k 5 12) and the
results were comparable, although with a greater range of
uncertainty, to the performance of NfL in CSF. A similar
conclusion can be drawn from studies of AD compared
with MCI (k 5 6). No studies were reported in disease
mimics. Based on subgroup analyses, there was no clear dif-
ference between use of serum versus plasma as a sample
type, and a greater number of studies would be required to
assess differences based on the blood collection tube/anti-
coagulant additives used.
4.3. Frontotemporal dementia

In the FTD studies, there was an over three-fold increase
in CSF NfL concentration in FTD cases compared with
cognitively unimpaired controls. This was a relatively
consistent finding, supported by all relevant studies
(k 5 26) and was higher than the fold-change observed for
AD (Fig. 5). The higher concentration of NfL in FTD
compared with AD has been posited to be the result of prom-
inent degeneration of the frontal and temporal lobes and
increased involvement of the subcortical areas in FTD
compared with AD [16,46]. For blood NfL studies, the
average fold-change suggests performance similar to CSF
for differentiating FTD from cognitively unimpaired con-
trols; however, there was a high degree of uncertainty as
indicated by the wide CI.

CSF NfL concentration, while increased in FTD
compared with both MCI (k 5 4) and disease mimics
(k 5 9), was less marked than the increase observed in
comparison with cognitively unimpaired controls. CSF
NfL did not convincingly separate FTD from the MCI
group with the 95% CI spanning 1.0. In blood, the separa-
tion was more marked; however, again the study size was
small (k 5 4). Without additional studies, it would be un-
wise to draw conclusions about the performance of NfL
in these groups. In the key comparison group, FTD versus
disease mimics, the discriminatory power of NfL was
modest. The heterogeneity of the performance relative to
disease mimics may, in part, reflect the lack of autopsy-
confirmed cases in these studies (Supplementary Material
B) and the high degree of heterogeneity of diseases found
under the umbrella of an FTD diagnosis. As with AD, the
results herein suggest the need for further subtyping of
FTD by clinically meaningful phenotypes (e.g., behavioral
variant, semantic variant, progressive nonfluent aphasia,
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presence/absence of ALS phenotype), disease duration,
and severity.
4.4. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

In the reviewed studies, there was more than a nine-fold
elevation in NfL concentration in ALS compared with
cognitively unimpaired controls in both the blood and
CSF. NfL in ALS compared with cognitively unimpaired
controls had the highest ROM compared with the equiva-
lent comparisons in AD and FTD, an association that has
been previously attributed to the destruction of motor neu-
rons—neurons containing the longest axons in the body—
in ALS [27,81]. Unlike the findings from the AD and FTD
meta-analyses, CSF NfL was found to have good discrimi-
natory power for ALS compared with disease mimics
(Fig. 5). As with AD and FTD, a more detailed exploration
of additional variables involved in such comparisons,
including age, sex, and disease severity, are necessary to
characterize the potential of this biomarker in routine
care settings.
4.5. Variables and study limitations

Age and sex have been determined to be important con-
siderations in the application of NfL as a biomarker. NfL
correlates with age in both healthy individuals and those
with most neurodegenerative diseases [41,48,82–84]. In
addition, CSF NfL concentration is significantly higher in
males compared with females in healthy individuals and
several neurodegenerative diseases [19,41]; however,
mixed findings, with more modest differences, have been
noted for blood NfL [66,82–84]. Age did not moderate any
of the effect sizes we observed; however, the average age
could not be determined for several studies and the
restricted range of ages across studies limited the ability to
detect a moderating effect of age.

A few limitations of this meta-analysis should be noted.
First, the definition of MCI encompassed all individuals
with clinical evidence of cognitive impairment but was not
further subdivided in those with stable MCI, or MCI due
to an early-stage dementia. Second, the neurodegenerative
disease group data were rarely subdivided/characterized
into more clinically meaningful subgroups. For example,
the FTD group was not further subdivided by either clinical
variants or by the primary pathological finding on autopsy
(e.g., tau, TDP-43, etc.). Separate analysis of these groups
would allow additional conclusions to be drawn; however,
information necessary to make such subdivisions was not
consistently available and, where available, would have
reduced the robustness of the data given the sample size un-
derstudy. Third, most studies included in the meta-analysis
relied on a clinical diagnosis in classifying individuals,
and therefore some error in classification of individuals
must be assumed. Last, we meta-analyzed only cross-
sectional data given the current paucity of longitudinal
data on NfL.

We note that the random-effects meta-analysis accounts
for, and estimates, between-study variation in effect sizes
beyond that expected by sampling error alone. The result
is estimates with larger CIs as compared with a fixed-
effects meta-analysis, which assumes no variation in effect
sizes across studies beyond sampling error.
5. Conclusion

NfL concentration in CSF displayed strong performance
in distinguishing AD, FTD, and ALS from cognitively unim-
paired controls, with NfL providing the greatest separation
for ALS in both the blood and CSF, followed by FTD
(CSF and blood), then AD (blood and CSF). Performance
of NfL generally decreased (both in blood and CSF) when
moving from comparisons with cognitively unimpaired con-
trols, to MCI, to disease mimics. Strikingly, the performance
of blood NfL (where there were sufficient studies) was
similar to CSF; however, CSF NfL concentration, as of
now, is a more reliable/robust marker due to the lower num-
ber of studies in blood.

In the most clinically meaningful comparisons, that is
AD, FTD, and ALS compared with their respective disease
mimics, we observed that CSF NfL had strong discrimina-
tory power for ALS (as did blood NfL), modest discrimina-
tory power for FTD and no discriminatory power for AD.
With calls for implementation of NfL in routine clinical
use and for clinical trials, a better understanding of the
performance of this nonspecific biomarker in diseases
with overlapping phenotypes is warranted. Specifically,
to address use in routine care, additional variables
including age, sex, phenotype, disease duration, and dis-
ease severity should be made available in NfL biomarker
studies—stratifying by these variables and not adjusting
for these variables, where sample size permits. As there
is considerable momentum behind NfL as a candidate
marker for incorporation into the AT(N) classification sys-
tem for AD, and as this meta-analysis highlights, there
would be great benefit to the development of a harmoniza-
tion program for NfL, including the creation of an NfL
reference material.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: A systematic review and meta-
analysis was performed of the diagnostic perfor-
mance of neurofilament light chain (NfL) in CSF and
blood in the context of Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
frontotemporal dementia, and amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis compared with controls (i.e., cognitively
unimpaired, mild cognitive impairment or disease
mimics).

2. Interpretation: In groups with a sufficient number of
studies, the performance of NfL in blood and CSF
was similar. Compared with disease mimics, we
observed that CSF NfL had strong discriminatory po-
wer for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, modest
discriminatory power for frontotemporal dementia,
and no discriminatory power for AD.

3. Future directions: Comparable performance of NfL
in blood and CSF demonstrates its promise as a
noninvasive biomarker of neurodegeneration. To-
ward clinical implementation, a more comprehensive
understanding of NfL concentrations in disease sub-
types with overlapping phenotypes and the develop-
ment of a harmonization program are warranted.
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